Hike to Abudelauri Lakes
Adventure & Trekking Tours
From: 48 €

Overview

1 Day Hike to Abudelauri Lakes
We offer a special one-day hiking tour and 4x4 journey to one of the most
beautiful trails of the Greater Caucasus Mountains - Abudelauri colorful
lakes.

Tour detailes

Code: TRAB-03
Starts from: Tbilisi
Group Size: 12 Persons
Duration: ) Full Day

Sights to Visit

Abudelauri Lakes
Chaukhi Mountain

Itinerary

TBILISI - ROSHKA - CHAUKHI - ROSHKA - TBILISI
In the morning pick up from your hotel and leave Tbilisi. Drive to the
North from Zhinvali reservoir, turn to the backroad to Magaroskari and
follow the mountain gavel road. To reach the village Roshka is another
challenge, only 4X4WD jeep can reach this village. Roshka is in range of
highest villages of Georgia.
12:00 Arrive to Village Roshka and start trekking up to the lakes.
Abudelauri Lakes are located on the base of Mount Chaukhi, the North
of the eastern part of Great Caucasus Mountains, Khevsureti province,
Georgia.
The trail starts from the village Roshka at the elevation of 2200m. Here
you find a silence of the virgin nature and start trekking up to the lakes
(about 5-7km one way). The lakes in Abudelauri Gorge contains three
beautiful alpine zone lakes. They are formed out of the glaciers and have
different colors: green, white and blue. The most distinguished is the last
one. The scene is spectacular: the lakes are surrounded by the mountains
from three sides.
17:00 Return back to the jeep in Roshka village and drive to Mountain
pathways back to Tbilisi to accomplish the great experience for wild nature
lowers.
Arrive back to Tbilisi about 21:00-22:00

Inclusions

Included
4X4WD comfortable jeep a/c
Professional English speaking trekking-guide/driver service

Excluded
Travel insurance
Catering unless mentioned
Other personal expenses

More Info

Additional Info
You need comfy hiking shoes for that trip!
To arrange airport transfers and additional hotel overnights, contact us at
adventure [at ] georgianholidays.com

Cancelation Policy
Cancellation is free of charge prior 31 days of the starting day.
- The booking deposit 30 Euro is non-refundable in case of cancellation
of the tour after booking has been confirmed. The fee is kept as a deposit
on the Tourist’s account for future booking.
If Tourist cancels the booked tour for some reasons not depending on Tour
Operator, the following sums are kept back as a fine:
- 10% of total cost of tourist product in case of cancellation 30 days prior
to the tour;
- 50% of total cost of tourist product in case of tour cancellation 15-7
days prior to the tour;
- 90% of total cost of tourist product in case of tour cancellation 7 and
fewer days prior to the tour;
- 99% of total cost of tourist product due to the Tourist's failure to appear
at the airport no more than 2 hours prior to departure or non-admission on
the flight owing to circumstances beyond the Tour Operator's controls.

